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East Asiatic Company’s Difficult

Experiences with Containerization

Martin Jes Iversen

Introduction

On9 January 1997, the remaining shipping activities of theDanish trading
conglomerate East Asiatic Company (EAC) were sold to the Norwegian
shipping company Tschudi & Eitzen A/S. EAC was out of business—at
least out of maritime business.Thirty years earlier, in 1967, EAC had been
the second-largestDanish shipowner,with 35 vessels and a total of 396,000
DWT. The largest Danish shipping company at that time, A. P. Møller,
owned86 vesselswith 1482millionDWT.1 In contrast toNorway,Danish
shipping has traditionally been marked by a stable corporate structure in
which old well-established shipping companies such as DFDS (founded
in 1866), D/SNorden (founded in 1871), D/STORM (founded in 1889)

1Iversen (2016, 359).
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and A. P. Møller (founded in 1904) survived upheavals and continued to
dominate the sector.2 EAC, founded in March 1897, was considered one
of the corporate pillars in Danish shipping and a pioneer in at least two
important respects: First, in December 1897 and as the first Scandinavian
shipping company, EAC was recognized by the British dominated liner
conference ‘Agreement for the Working of the China and Japan Trade,
Outward and Homewards’, thanks to personal contacts at the Danish and
British royal courts. Second, EAC was the first shipping company in the
world to introduce an ocean-going diesel driven vessel, M/S Selandia built
in 1912.3

How and why, then, did EAC lose its position as a leading interna-
tional shipping company? This chapter focuses on three factors which
contributed to the decline of EAC: (1) The internal disputes of the 1980s
within ScanDutch, EAC’s hithertomost profitable and successful shipping
business operating liner shipping between South East Asia and Northern
Europe; (2) the fatal investment in a completely new type of vessel, the
Liner Replacement Vessels (LRV), in 1975–1977; and (3) EAC’s view of
itself as a political force rather than an ordinary business enterprise as sym-
bolized by the extensive knowledge transfer concerning containerization
from EAC to Chinese COSCO in 1978.
Taken together, these three factors constitute a pattern which can help

understand EAC’s maritime decline.

ScanDutch and EAC’s Initial Containerization

In spring 1966, when EAC was still the second-largest shipping company
in Denmark, the container ship American Racer left New York on its way
to Europe. The ship was owned by United States Lines (USL), which
thus initiated the first intercontinental container service. Companies such
as USL and the American competitor Sea-Land, owned by the inventor
and businessman Malcom P. McLean, had introduced a new mode of
transport in international shipping that allowed to offer safe, quick and

2Tenold et al. (2012).
3Iversen (2016, 64).
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cheap door-to-door transport. It was based on standardized freight boxes
which could easily be moved from ship to truck through efficient cranes.
The economic benefits were obvious. Loading and unloading of traditional
cargo ships was a labour-intensive process which kept ships at quayside
for weeks. Goods were often lost or damaged in this time-consuming and
expensive process. In the early 1960s, Trans World Airlines was able to
transport 300 kilograms of freight from Chicago to Zurich in 15 hours
for USD 208. Sending the same freight by sea took 20 days for a price of
USD 267. Liner shipping faced major challenges.4

At a meeting on 15 December 1965, four months before American
Racer ’s departure from New York, Mogens Pagh, the CEO and chairman
of the largest Danish company at the time, the conglomerate EAC, raised
the issue of containerization. Pagh stated that EAC’s shipping department
faced an ‘almost explosive’ technological development.5 The size of tankers
had been doubling within a few years, and now the liner segment would
probably undergo a similar transformation. The relatively small cargo
ships which EAC built after 1945 cost DKK 5–6 million per ship and the
ships of the early 1960s about DKK 25 million. The cost of the newest,
significantly larger andmore advanced semi-container ships for the Pacific
line amounted to up to DKK 45 million. In addition, if EAC adopted
the container technology, investments also had to be made in containers,
port facilities and land-based transportation.6

Mogens Pagh was appointed CEO of EAC in 1960, and his vision
was to change the old trading house founded in 1897 into a more indus-
trial direction including further investments in manufacturing activities.
Initially, he had no vision for the Company’s shipping activities. It was
noted at the headquarters in Holbergsgade in Copenhagen that the rev-
enue from shipping rose only slightly fromDKK 259.8 million in 1961 to
DKK 267.3 million in 1963, while shipping costs rose sharply—by DKK
15 million from 218.7 to 233.8 million in just two years.7 The back-
ground to this depressing development was structural. EAC’s traditional

4Levinson (2006) and Bruce (2014).
5The EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 December 1965.
6Iversen (2016).
7Ibid.
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services were hit by competition from so-called outsiders, shipowners who
had a surplus of tonnage and put these—primarily older—ships into the
tramp trade, picking up cargo on the spot rather than sailing on a fixed
route. In particular, customers who were more concerned with the price
than with the frequency and speed of shipping used the new competitors.
The problem was most severe on EAC’s main service to East Asia. This
service connected the important ports in Northern Europe with Southeast
Asia through, among other destinations, Bangkok, Singapore and Shang-
hai. As a response to these challenges, Pagh and EAC’s deputy director
of the shipping department Storm-Jørgensen decided in June 1963 to
strengthen EAC’s organization by setting up a new specialized shipping
office in Singapore.

So far, all ships had been commercially operated in a decentralized
manner through EAC’s local branches, but Pagh and Storm-Jørgensen
concluded that the lines in the East faced such fierce competition that
special coordination across the branches was required. For the manage-
ment of the newoffice in Singapore, Pagh selected 34-year-oldHenningH.
Sparsø, one of the Company’s younger, skilled shipping people who until
then had led EAC’s shipping department in Bangkok. Sparsø and his two
employees Holger Castenskiold and Finn Ollendorff took on their task
with great energy. Their first initiative was a new express route from Japan
via Hong Kong and Singapore to Northern Europe. The route opened in
October 1963 with EAC’s fastest ships. By omitting a number of ports,
the duration of the round trip was reduced from 169 days to 146. As a
result, EAC became the only shipping company to offer a transit time
from the last port of Japan to the first port of Northern Europe (Ham-
burg) of 37 days, against the usual duration of 59 days. ‘Hurtigruten’ (the
fast route) produced encouraging results in 1964, helped by Japan’s ever-
increasing industrial exports to Europe. EAC’s most modern ships—the
A-Fleet with a speed of over 20 knots, delivered from 1964 to 1968—were
put on the route. Thanks to the new route, EAC’s shipping department
managed to raise its revenue by DKK 84.2 million from DKK 267.3 mil-
lion in 1963 to DKK 351.5 million in 1966, while costs rose by DKK
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50.1 million. The profit margin increased—and so did satisfaction with
Sparsø’s work in Singapore.8

EAC’s advantage was that the shipping routes to East Asia, India and
Indonesia were unlikely to be affected by container shipping, at least in the
short to medium term. On the other hand, renewed competition would
soon emerge on the Pacific route which connected Europe to Japan via
the American west coast. At the same time, the US shipping company
Sea-Land was preparing to introduce container transport from the North
American east coast to Europe. In EAC’s shipping department, the devel-
opment at the end of 1965 ‘gave rise to a major headache as it was difficult
to foresee the course of the coming years’.9 The question was how, when
and how much to commit to the new technology. Everyone knew that
these were critical decisions. The markets were in rapid motion. New
alliances were concluded. On the North Atlantic, USL and Sea-Land in
1967 were joined by a new consortium, Atlantic Container Line (ACL),
consisting of six leading European shipping companies: Cunard, Hol-
land-America, Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, Swedish American,
Wallenius and Rederi AB Transatlantic. While the Americans entered the
market one shipping company at a time, the common European approach
became the creation of consortia or alliances which could jointly shoul-
der the large investments. Such partnerships suited EAC which had sailed
in alliances with other northern European shipping companies since the
turn of the century. The question was who EAC should work with, under
which terms and when.

In spring 1968, Henning H. Sparsø was ordered home to the head-
quarters in Copenhagen in order to address these challenges. As head of
the Planning and Development Department, Sparsø would prepare EAC
strategically for a future in the container industry.The first task was to start
cooperation negotiations with two Nordic partners, the Norwegian ship-
ping company Wilhelm Wilhelmsen and the Swedish East Asian Com-
pany. The three Nordic shipping companies had for years sailed together
on three routes from Europe to Australia, Indonesia and Pakistan–India.
None of these was a candidate for an immediate introduction of container

8Iversen (2016); EAC Archive, Annual Reports, 1963–1967.
9EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 December 1965.
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shipping. The idea was to initiate cooperation on EAC’s main route, that
to East Asia.

At the end of 1968 rumours in shipping circles said that Japanese ship-
ping companies were ‘just about’ to contract fast and large container ships
for the Japan-Europe trade.10 In addition, the BritishOCL alliance andUS
Sea-Land also considered introducing containers on the Japanese routes.
In response to these specific threats, in autumn 1968 Sparsø negotiated an
agreement withWilhelmWilhelmsen and the Swedish Ostasiatiska Kom-
paniet. It was an ambitious and crucial alliance containing four points11:
(1) A fully coordinated Scandinavian service on the East Asia route with a
total of eight departures per month, starting approximately 1 April 1969;
(2) an operating office in Copenhagen with the top position occupied by
an EAC manager; (3) joint agents in all ports in Europe as well as in Asia,
based on EAC’s existing shipping offices with the exception of Manila;
(4) an ownership pool, in which EAC’s share was 46.87%, with Wilhelm
Wilhelmsen and the Swedish East Asian Company sharing the rest.
The Dutch shipping company Royal Netherlands Lloyd joined this

alliance in autumn 1971. This agreement, which became known as Scan-
Dutch, was of major importance to EAC’s shipping department in the
1970s. With the partnership, EAC managed the critical introduction of
container operations.Moreover, the ScanDutch operating office inCopen-
hagen had a major impact on the general development of Danish shipping
as it led to the formation of special skills in operating ships on behalf
of other shipping companies within pool agreements. As Sornn-Friese,
Taudal Poulsen and Iversen have argued, ‘EAC’s co-operative capabili-
ties would, in the development phase of Danish shipping, spread into
the whole Danish shipping industry and form an important basis for the
development of Copenhagen as an international centre for the commercial
management of, in particular, pools of product tankers’.12

The head office of the new Scandinavian Joint Shipping Service—
usually abbreviated to ScanService—was established in the famous ship-
broker C. K.Hansen’s old offices in Amaliegade in Copenhagen.The three

10EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 18 December 1968.
11Ibid.
12Sornn-Friese et al. (2012a).
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Scandinavian shipping companies now offered barges on container ships
from a number of selected ports. The service began on 1 April 1969 with
a total of 51 ships, and on 2 September that year, the management con-
cluded that provisional results were ‘extremely satisfactory’, despite fierce
competition.13 On the other hand, profits on EAC’s four other routes
were now hit hard by increasingly intense competition, especially on the
Pacific route fromNorthern Europe via the American west coast to Japan.
The conclusion was that these services should either be closed down or
restructured and modernized. With this in mind, the planning and devel-
opment department was now working intensely on a major strategy and
investment plan.

On 2 September 1969, 40-year-old Sparsø was given the opportunity
to present the shipbuilding programme to EAC’s Board of Directors. It
was quite unusual for a young middle manager to be in the boardroom,
but Pagh had a great deal of confidence in the young shipping man.
This was the most daring and biggest investment plan in the company’s
history.14 For ScanService in East Asia, two new 2272 TEU container
ships were to be contracted from the Danish shipyard B&W for delivery
in the third and fourth quarters of 1972. The price for these two vessels
was DKK 156.8 million.The ships, which received the classic EAC names
Selandia and Jutlandia , were designed as the world’s fastest ocean-going
cargo ships with an operating speed of 28 knots (about 50 km/h) and
a top speed of 31.5 knots. For the Pacific route, two container ships of
1200 TEU were to be contracted from the Danish EAC owned Nakskov
Shipyard. The price for the two container ships was DKK 68.5 million,
and they were to be delivered in the third quarter of 1971 and the second
quarter of 1972 and were named Falstria and Meonia . Falstria was the
first Danish-built container ship. In addition, EAC was negotiating an
alliance with the British Blue Star Line and the Swedish Johnson Line,
the latter being particularly strong on the Pacific Ocean. The alliance,
named Johnson ScanStar, had a total of nine container ships in the Pacific
from May 1972. Finally, one roll-on-roll-off would be contracted to the
Australian line. The ship would cost NOK 75.7 million and was to be

13EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 9 September 1969.
14Ibid.
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built at the Swedish shipyard Eriksberg. In autumn 1969, EAC signed
the third cooperation agreement with Norwegian Wilhelm Wilhelmsen
and Swedish Rederi AB Transatlantic, using 16 vessels. This alliance was
named ScanAustral Carriers Ltd.

All in all, the plan Sparsø presented at the meeting of 2 September
1969was extremely bold. Investing aroundDKK520million, EACwould
become a main actor in the global container business as partner of three
major alliances. The East Asia line was of particular importance. The two
ships for this service were among the world’s most expensive and most
advanced cargo vessels. Their names, Selandia and Jutlandia , referred to
EAC’s history of bold innovation which included the world’s first ocean-
going diesel-powered vessel, Selandia , launched in 1912.
The cooperation within ScanDutch was coordinated from Amaliegade

inCopenhagenwith the participation of four leading shipping companies:
Swedish Broströms, Norwegian Wilhelm Wilhelmsen, Dutch Nedlloyd
Lijnen and French Compagnie Générale Maritime (CGM). ScanDutch
was ground-breaking. The seven newly built container ships were sup-
plemented with 22 conventional cargo liners, which allowed departures
every ten days from all major ports between Europe and East Asia—EAC’s
original service started by the Danish company in 1899. On the eve of
the 1973 oil crisis, ScanDutch’s market share on the route from Northern
Europe to East Asia was above 25%.

In the 1970s and 1980s, EAC enjoyed high and stable earnings of
about DKK 100 million a year from ScanDutch. 1988 seemed to be an
exceedingly profitable year. It was therefore extremely surprising—and
unpleasant—when the Norwegian shipowner Niels Werring Jr. appeared
at Sparsø’s office on 19 August 1988 to tell him that the two Nordic
partners, Swedish Transocean and NorwegianWilhelmsen, had sold their
15% stakes in ScanDutch to Dutch Nedlloyd. The Dutch were already
in possession of almost 30% of the company and they would thus own
a majority of the alliance and consequently take control.15 The imme-
diate explanation of the sale was that Wilhelmsen was in desperate need
of liquidity. Sparsø was furious about the message. In the original agree-
ment, the Scandinavian partners had promised each other a right of first

15Iversen (2016, 462).
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refusal in the event of sale. NielsWerring Jr. left Holbergsgade with a sharp
message stating that EAC’s lawyers would be involved, ‘unless the transac-
tions mentioned [were] immediately reversed’.16 As a consequence, EAC
entered into an agreement with the two Scandinavian partners regarding
the acquisition of their pool and conference rights as well as two container
vessels,Toyama and Nihon. EAC would be 100% owner of the Scandina-
vian branch of ScanDutch—ScanService—as of 1 January 1993.The price
paid was USD 10 million for each partner’s rights and USD 17.3 million
for each of the two ships—in total, an investment of USD 54.6 million.17

ScanDutch thus changed from a joint venture between a number of
different shipping companies to a partnership between EAC (c. 55%),
Nedlloyd (c. 30%) and CGM (c. 15%). The Dutch partner was obviously
not satisfied with the reversal of the agreement, and tensions appeared,
but the two partners had to enter into a close dialogue. Despite tensions
the commercial start was good. 1988 was a record year for the subsidiary
due to more cargo and higher rates as well as lower crew costs, the result of
the transfer of the two largest EAC vessels, Selandia and Jutlandia , to the
newly created Danish International Ship Register (DIS). But competition
was increasing in the international container market of the late 1980s.
EAC therefore wanted to expand the cooperation and proposed that the
two partners should invest in new, larger container ships and a modern-
ized organization. Nedlloyd, however, did not share these views. On the
contrary, the Dutch were upset by the acquisition of the Norwegian and
Swedish interests by EAC. Their response was the promotion of an alter-
native line in their own name at the expense of ScanDutch. The situation
was untenable—and it was made worse by the decline in the freight rates
between South East Asia andNorthern Europe in early 1989. At the begin-
ning of August 1989, the three remaining partners held a crisis meeting
in EAC’s headquarters at Holbergsgade in Copenhagen. Sparsø, who was
known to be a domineering manager, had personal difficulties with the
Dutch and French colleagues. On a symbolic level, the climate between
the two companies was poisoned when the Danish manager decided to

16EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 15 September 1988.
17Iversen (2016, 465).
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return an official birthday gift from Nedlloyd. In early May 1990, the sit-
uation had become so difficult that the partners did not want to continue
with ScanDutch. At about the same time, the two British shipping com-
panies P&O and Ben Line Containers Ltd. informed the public that they
would leave the TRIO consortium, ScanDutch’s main competitor. EAC
therefore initiated negotiations with Ben Line about a new cooperation
on the important Europe–Asia route. The EAC-BenLine became a reality
during the early 1990s and ScanDutchwas discontinued. EACwas to con-
tribute with six major container ships—including two new builds, Arosia
and Alsia. The cooperation with Ben Line, a relatively small family-owned
company with an old fleet, proved to be a disaster as it was launched in
a difficult and competitive market. The service was unprofitable from the
beginning, and in 1992 the partnership lost DKK 260 million. EAC sold
its liner vessels to Maersk Line in March 1993 due to the combination
of the depressed results from EAC-Ben Line and the additional problems
in its shipping department resulting from the expensive investment in a
new, but troublesome category of ships—the LRVs.18

The Liner Replacement Vessels: A Fatal
Investment

On 2 October 1974, EAC’s Board of Directors decided to promote Hen-
ning Sparsø to deputy CEO. Sparsø led the EAC’s ship department and
reported directly to Pagh, occupying what was traditionally the second
most prestigious position in the Company. It was always the ships’ results
which were presented first at board meetings, and the department’s devel-
opment was placed at the beginning of the annual reports ever since the
founding of the company in 1897. It was from a strong position that
Sparsø on 24 September 1975 presented the Board of Directors with per-
haps the most fatal initiative in the history of the EAC—an initiative
which, according to insightful observers, would eventually destroy the
entire company.19

18Iversen (2016, 503).
19Bjerrum (1991) and Højbo (1993).
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The EAC boardmeeting on 24 September 1975 began at 9.30 AMwith
a review of the positive results of three shipping alliances: ScanDutch on
the Southeast Asia route, Johnson ScanStar on the American West Coast
and ScanAustral on the Australia route. After about two hours of a general
review of the company’s development, Sparsø was asked to round off
the meeting with a review of EAC’s shipbuilding programme.20 Sparsø
initially stated that the ship department had conducted in-depth analysis
for a whole year in order to determine EAC’s need for new ships. The
conclusion was that the Company should contract a whole new type of
ship to be called ‘neo-bulk’. A relatively small and flexible ship—neither a
traditional bulk carrier nor a container ship—of about 20,000 tonnes dwt,
as against Selandia and Jutlandia ’s 34,730 dwt. In fact, these ships went in
the opposite direction to that taken with the recent container ship orders.
Their service speed would be a modest 15.5 knots, and the energy-saving
engine would only provide 11,600 hp against the two fast containerships’
record-breaking performance of 82,000 hp. It was an ambitious plan of a
series of eight modern ships. Such a series had not been contracted since
the much smaller—and significantly cheaper—conventional liner ships
of the 1950s and 1960s. Pagh presented an interesting argument for the
contracting of the new vessels.Where ship orders so far had reflected EAC’s
specific strategic needs, what was sought now was ‘the most commercially
useful and economical ship that would be a good asset for future sale’. The
ship was to be regarded as a financial asset.
The success of the new ship type was crucial for EAC, as it should,

in Sparsø’s cryptic words, ‘fill the need beyond what conventional bulk
carriers can accommodate and, on the other hand, make the modern con-
tainer ships’ facilities redundant’.21 What kind of cargo Sparsø specifically
had in mind was not clear at the meeting, but the philosophy behind the
new ship was flexibility. The ship should be able to transport containers,
specialized cargo and traditional dry cargo such as timber or grain. How-
ever, the price for flexibility was the loss of economies of scale, and at the
same time the small engines and low top speed prevented another type of
flexibility namely the capability to catch up in case of delays. In October

20EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 24 September 1975.
21EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 24 September 1975.
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1975, the initial two ships, called the LRV, were contracted with the Mit-
sui Shipyard in Japan. There was an option for delivery of two more ships,
and delivery would take place between 1 May and 31 December 1977.
With this order, there was maximum pressure on EAC’s own shipyard in
Nakskov in Denmark. The prerequisite for placing an order for another
six, maybe eight, ships was a competitive price. In this connection, it was
crucial whether the shipyard management could achieve a pay-limiting
agreement with the workers.22 On 4 February 1976, negotiations with
Nakskov Shipyard ended with a positive outcome. Six LRVs were con-
tracted with an option for two more vessels. For Nakskov Shipyard, it
was the first serial order of such a large scale. The prize was held low due
to the purchase of steel, engines (four out of six) and cranes in Japan. In
addition, shipyard workers had agreed to limit wage increases until the last
ship was delivered. On the other hand, the shipyard would pay a bonus
to the workers for each ship that was delivered on time and according
to the agreed specifications. Mogens Pagh, like many others, was deeply
concerned with labourmarket conditions in the 1970s. As the first Danish
company, EAC had introduced employee shares in 1971. The chairman
was particularly proud of the agreement with the shipyard workers. To
the Board of Directors, he expressed the hope that the agreement ‘might
seem like a model for other industries’.23 With this pious hope, the happy
circumstances surrounding the LRVs ended—even before the first ship
was built.

At the same Board meeting on 5 March 1976, it was stated that the
Company’s newbuilding programmenow comprised 14 vessels with a total
contract value of DKK 1.6 billion. The ships were contracted for delivery
over four years from 1972 to 1976. During that period, conditions in
international shipping changed profoundly. With the oil crisis, demand
for transport decreased, and the re-opening of the Suez Canal in 1975 led
to the bottom falling out of the tankermarket. International shipping faced
a ten-year crisis around 1975–1985. In particular, the years 1978–1980

22EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 3 December 1975.
23EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 5 March 1976.
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were bloody as the total amount of transported goods fell for the first time
since 1945.24

Between 70 and 80% of EAC’s DKK 1.6 billion investment was
financed by long-term loans over seven to eight years. There was thus
no danger of an acute liquidity crisis. The problem for EAC was rather
that the asset value of the ships dropped in line with the worsening market
conditions. Thus, the value of the ships had to be written off faster—but
could EAC afford that? Also on 5 March 1976, it was stated at the board
meeting that even before delivery, the market value of the ships was ‘signif-
icantly’ below the value of the debt taken on to finance them. An attentive
board of directors would of course have asked about the obvious risks
of the large series contract for a completely new and untested ship type
under these market conditions. But instead of this debate, management
was congratulated on the wage restraint agreement at Nakskov Shipyard.
The lack of debate and concern about EAC’s indebtedness was particu-
larly striking because the board was neither presented with an in-depth
review of any specific market demand for the new ship type, nor with any
analysis of the financial consequences of the investment. Such superficial
scrutiny by the board of directors was in stark contrast to former large serial
orders of ships under the previous chairman Hakon Christiansen in the
1950s and under the founder H. N. Andersen before and during World
War I. At that time, decisions on major vessel contracts were discussed
in detail—especially the financing, which often required the expansion of
the share capital or new loan agreements. To make matters worse, the ship
investments of the 1970s were relatively larger due to the increased size
of the ships and more advanced technology. In March 1976, Pagh closed
any possible debate with the claim that the ships were to be regarded as a
‘financial commodity’ created for the second-hand market rather than the
company’s own specific needs. The problem with this logic was twofold.
First, the general shipping market turned out to be in free fall just in the
years from 1977 to 1979 when the ships were delivered. Second and more
important, it was uncertain whether there was any interest in a completely
new type of vessel in the second-hand vessel market, whether depressed
or not.

24Tenold (2006).
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On 10 December 1976, one year and three months after the first board
discussion concerning the LRVs, Sparsø reported that it had been decided
to deploy the ships in a new Pacific liner shipping trade between the west
coast of the United States and East Asia.25 EAC had served this route
from 1932 to 1954, when the service was discontinued due to increasing
competition and poor results.The Pacific route was particularly difficult to
service for three reasons: First, the liner shipping conference agreements
in the Pacific were open to free participation in contrast to the closed
conferences to Asia. Thus there were more, and less disciplined, players in
the Pacific. Second, long distances across the world’s largest ocean caused
challenges in relation to regularity. In case of a storm or accident, there
was a high risk of expensive delays. In this respect, the low engine power of
the LRVs was completely unsuitable for sailing on the Pacific as the ships
would not be able to make up any delays. Last but not least, the service
was characterized by an imbalance in cargo volumes: In the 1970s, there
was a significant need for transportation from East Asia to the United
States, while there was only a slight demand for goods from the United
States which was in the midst of a deep industrial crisis.26

The first report on the Pacific experience came in June 1977, when the
first LRV ship in service had a ‘reasonable’ start.27 This message was mod-
erated in September that year to ‘slightly slower start than expected’.28

In December of the same year it was announced that two major ship-
ping companies, German Hapag-Lloyd and Singaporean Neptune Orient
Lines, were about to enter the Pacific route, which was already charac-
terized by fierce competition and unbalanced trade patterns.29 In March
1978, the message concerning the first two LRV ships, Sumbawa and
Songkhla was clear: tough competition combined with the lack of appro-
priate cargo for the rather small and slow vessels. By the autumn of 1978,
the situation had become so serious that the leader of the shipping depart-
ment, Wøldike Schmith, decided to travel to Vancouver to investigate
the situation. Since the spring of 1977, five new competitors had entered

25EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 10 December 1976.
26Bjerrum (1991).
27EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 3 June 1977.
28EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 6 September 1977.
29EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 5 December 1977.
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the Pacific trade. It was therefore not surprising that 1978 showed ‘a sig-
nificant loss’ for the new EAC line. No specific amount was recorded to
the Board on this loss. When the newly elected Member of the Board, L.
Beckvard, at a board meeting in December 1978, asked for these figures,
Sparsø replied ‘that the final number would appear in the March 1979
financial statement’.30

EAC’s annual accounts for 1978 were depressing, for three reasons in
particular: (1) the difficult conditions of shipping, particularly on the
Pacific; (2) the high debt resulting from the new tonnage contracted in
the mid-1970s; and (3) the industrial crisis inWestern Europe and North
America. EAC’s total revenues droppedmarkedly fromDKK23.12 billion
in 1977 to DKK 18.46 billion in 1978. EAC’s earnings halved fromDKK
100.4 to DKK 50.63 million. Most seriously, long-term debt increased by
approximatelyDKK470million in just one year fromDKK2.47 billion in
1977 to DKK 2.9 billion in 1978. EAC was on an unsustainable financial
course and the LRVs contributed to the problems until the mid-1980s,
both through the increased debt EAC took on to build them and through
annual operating deficits from 1978 to the mid-1980s when they were
withdrawn from the Pacific trade and subsequently sold.31

From EAC to COSCO—A Difficult Case
of Knowledge Transfer

After Mao Zedong’s death in September 1976, Hua Guofeng was
appointed President of the Communist Party and China’s Prime Min-
ister. In February 1978, Hua announced an ambitious ten-year plan, aim-
ing to increase China’s industrial output by 10% a year and agricultural
production by 4–5%. The plan was based on the Four Modernizations,
that is, in agriculture, industry, defence and science/technology. The fol-
lowing month, at a major science conference in Beijing, Deputy Prime
Minister Deng Xiaoping announced a training programme for 800,000
researchers in China. The goal was to promote development in a number

30EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 12 December 1978.
31EAC Archive, Annual Report, 1978.
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of high-priority areas, including energy resources, computers, laser and
space technology.32

Mogens Pagh visited China a few weeks after Deng Xiaoping’s ground-
breaking speech and, on his arrival, received a spectacular invitation for a
meeting with China’s Minister of Transport.33 The Minister initiated the
meeting by introducing the ambitious goals for China’s development over
the following eight to ten years. The Chinese government was aware that
this development could only take place through foreign technology and
know-how. EAC was therefore requested officially to assist the Chinese
government in the development of its external transport system. At the
meeting, it was agreed that EAC would send a delegation to China in
order to be able to draw up a more detailed programme. Pagh immedi-
ately saw almost unlimited potential in the official request. Later on the
journey, his assumptions were confirmed, as he was asked to meet with the
Deputy Prime Minister who proved to be well informed about the trans-
port minister’s proposal. Not since Andersen’s days around 1900, when
the company’s founder established the first EAC office in Shanghai, had
EAC worked at such a high political level in China.

Immediately after his return to Copenhagen, Pagh decided to send
a delegation of senior EAC employees and experts to China, headed by
CEOHenning Sparsø and EAC’s China expert Holger Hansen.Their ini-
tial meetings with the ministry’s officials showed that the Chinese wanted
something very specific from EAC, namely support for initiating con-
tainerization. This was to include34:

• plans for the physical lay-out, equipment, workflow and administration
for the first two container terminals in China, Tianjin and Shanghai;

• suggestions for streamlining workflow and administration of the con-
ventional shipping sector in Tianjin and Shanghai;

• proposals for the harmonization and streamlining of inland transport,
which was under the responsibility of three different ministries. In this
connection, verification and documentation procedures for land-based

32Spence (1991, 668–671).
33EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 14 June 1978.
34Ibid.
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transport of containers (road transport had not yet been completed)
would also have to be developed.

• EAC assistance with the implementation of these plans in the longer
term.

EAC’s board of directors became acquainted with the Chinese plans at a
meeting on 14 June 1978. Mogens Pagh was obviously excited about the
perspectives: ‘we have had our relations with China for a very long time
and this gives us a big chance’. So far, it was not something that had made
a financial surplus of significance, explained Pagh, but now there was hope
of ‘an opportunity for really great chances for us’.35 The last remark made
the 68-year-old board member Prince Georg raise the question of fees for
such large-scale work. Pagh replied quite thoughtfully that the Chinese
were the most skilled business people in the world. Regarding the fee, the
chairman stated that it was nothing at all that he hadwanted to speak about
yet. ‘We have expressed our satisfaction with the tasks that the Chinese are
giving us, and we have to look at a suitable fee later on’. ‘Surely’, continued
Pagh, ‘the Chinese will never forget us if we do something like this for
them now’.36

By the end of 1978, Pagh considered the development in China as
the true bright spot in an otherwise dark picture concerning the future
of EAC. As stated above, the debt issues related to the liner business in
the Pacific grew significantly during this period, and industrial plants in
Western Europe and North America suffered significant losses. But at the
same time, EAC’s trading activities accelerated in Beijing. During 1978,
agency import contracts to China amounted to DKK 230 million in
total.37 Representation in Beijing was increased from two to four men,
and the office, as the first foreign company, was authorized to install a
telex machine in 1978.38 EAC was a Western pioneer in Deng Xiaoping’s
reforming China and the most promising project was containerization.
EAC sent ten of the company’s best shipping people to China in July

35Ibid.
36Ibid.
37EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 12 December 1978.
38Ibid.
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1978. In the following months, the Danish staff prepared a whole new
design of quays and warehouses in Tianjin, the largest port city in North
China and the main port of Beijing. Specifications for and positioning of
crane systems were established and the EAC experts provided a detailed
manual for themanagement and documentation procedures that had to be
set up before the container traffic could be introduced.Once this work was
completed in November 1978, the EAC experts moved on to Shanghai.
Here, port facilities were planned to handle 10,000 and 50,000–60,000
containers per year in port districts nine and ten, respectively. In order to
implement the plan, cranes, forklifts and other special equipment worth
USD 15–20 million had to be imported. As part of the agreement, the
Chinese would pay EAC a commission on these imports, but otherwise
the work was free of charge.39

In addition to the work of reorganizing the Chinese port facilities in
Tianjin and Shanghai, EAC staff also undertook a significant advisory
task for the state-owned Chinese shipping company COSCO.The Danes
conducted a complete review of the entire state-owned organization in
China, covering all its functions. Marketing, management and control,
repair and maintenance routines were reviewed, all for the purpose of
introducing containerization. Concurrently with—and probably related
to—the knowledge transfer from EACCOSCO established the first regu-
lar Chinese overseas container line.40 On 26 September 1978, COSCO’s
first container ship, Ping Xiang Cheng , sailed from Shanghai bound for
Sydney.41 The chief architects behind this development were EAC staff
and the task also included training of Chinese personnel. In January 1979,
the first Chinese employees arrived at the EAC headquarters in Copen-
hagen, where they were trained in administration. At the same time, Chi-
nese teams of navigators and engineers were posted on a number of EAC
container ships. And as a third step, in February 1979, Chinese port offi-
cials received a thorough introduction to EAC’s roll-on-roll-off terminals
around the world.42

39Ibid.
40Ibid.
41For references to the history of COSCO, see http://www.cosfrexj.com/en/history.aspx.
42EAC Archive, Board Minutes, 30 March 1979.

http://www.cosfrexj.com/en/history.aspx
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Against this background, it was a shock to EAC that, in March 1979,
the Chinese announced unexpectedly that the containerization cooper-
ation had to be ‘paused’ with immediate effect. The Chinese officials
underscored that the decision should not be known to the public. The
unexpected suspension had nothing to do with the efforts of EAC. At a
board meeting on 30March 1979, Sparsø stated that China had suddenly
decided to break off partnerships with all Western countries. EAC was
affected relatively late and in a limited way—for example, the Dutch had
been sent home and in other cases the Chinese had cancelled even rela-
tively loose agreements. The background for the new Chinese policy was
to be found in internal political conditions in China. On 18 December
1978, a small group of young Chinese held a demonstration for freedom
and democracy in Beijing, and in January 1979 there were further demon-
strations of up to 30,000 rural workers outside the capital. The Chinese
government reacted by dropping its economic reform plans. The mod-
ernization process was not only politically risky, it was also costly. The
trade deficit grew to USD 3.9 billion in 1979–1980. It was decided to
emphasize modernization of agriculture over the three other parts of the
FourModernizations.43 Against this background, EAC’smodernization of
container traffic was no longer urgent. The Chinese had time—plenty of
time. And if nothing else, COSCO’s first container line had been started,
and the Beijing and Shanghai authorities had gained free access to valu-
able knowledge of how modern container lines, port facilities and ship
management worked.
The suspension hit Pagh particularly hard. It had been his decision that

the crisis-ridden companywould allocate significantmanagement and staff
resources to the Chinese project for several months without charge. He
had rejected Prince Georg’s request for fees based on his understanding of
guanxi—the importance of reciprocity and personal networks in China.
Paghwas undoubtedly right that theChinesewould never forget the EAC’s
goodwill and generosity. On the other hand, Pagh at the same meeting
described the Chinese as ‘the best business people in the world’.The entire
arrangement in 1978–1979 was costly for EAC and lucrative for China.
Unfortunately for Pagh, neither he nor EAC could afford to wait for a

43Spence (1991, 678–687).
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long, slow and difficult economic and political development in China. It
was Sparsø, not Pagh himself, who informed the board of directors about
the Chinese withdrawal, and only three months later, Pagh announced his
departure as Chairman of EAC. His era was over—as was EAC’s.

Conclusion

EAC was founded in 1897 based upon the first shipping line connect-
ing Northern Europe and South East Asia. Exactly 100 years later the
last shipping interests were sold, and what had been a leading Danish
international shipping company in the 1970s was out of business. This
chapter has focused on the ScanDutch partnership, the investment in the
LRVs and finally the knowledge transfer to COSCO in 1978 to explain
this trajectory. All three factors in their way contributed to the fall of
EAC as a leading shipping company. The financial losses from the LRV
investment and the failure to develop ScanDutch in the late 1980s had
obvious financial consequences for EAC. It is more complicated to assess
the financial and organizational consequences of knowledge transfer to
COSCO in 1978. These consequences may be analysed at three levels,
the management, the company and the national economy, and in relation
to three chronological perspectives, the short, medium and long term.
The first level concerns Mogens Pagh, CEO from 1964 to 1980. In the

short term, the knowledge transfer project cost him prestige internally in
the board, which again contributed to a coup d’etat in 1980 in which Pagh
lost his position as chairman. In the long term Pagh thus became irrelevant
for EAC. At the level of EAC as a company, the knowledge transfer caused
an immediate lack of man-power in 1978 due to the fact that key experts
were transferred from various offices around the world to the Chinese
project. It is difficult to measure the actual impact of this, but it is worth
noting that EAC had a series of prosperous years in container shipping in
the late 1970s and the early 1980s. The use of scarce manpower in China
may well have prevented development of more promising opportunities
at a critical time for containerization when, for instance, the competitor
Maersk Line expanded rapidly. In the medium term, EAC’s diplomatic
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relations with China were probably strengthened by the knowledge trans-
fer and EAC managed to occupy and develop a rather unique position in
themid-1980s as agent formajorWestern companies inChina and even in
the 1990s, EAC still enjoyed remarkably close relations with the Chinese
authorities. In the long term, however, EAC was unable to exploit these
commercial opportunities. At the national level, other Danish companies
were able to benefit from a special relationship between China and Den-
mark. The chairman of Maersk, Mærsk McKinney-Møller, was received
personally by President Jiang Zemin in October 1998 when Maersk Line
was the market leader in shipping between Northern Europe and South
East Asia. This was partly thanks to Maersk’s acquisition of EAC in 1993,
and thus linked indirectly to the special relation created by Pagh’s decision
to promote containerization in China in 1978.

According toGeoffrey Jones, themodern globalization process could be
divided in three phases: the first globalization from the 1870s to the 1910s,
the de-globalization from the 1930s to the 1970s and finally the second
globalization after the 1980s.44 Paradoxically EAC, traditionally one of
the most internationalized Danish companies, suffered in the 1980s and
1990s as markets were opened through trade agreements and new tech-
nologies. In fact, these developments devalued EAC’s historic competence
in navigating closedmarkets via personal and political connections applied
in commercial transactions. As markets opened up and level playing fields
were established, EAC’s political competences gradually lost their value.
In the 1980s, EAC was thus unable to reap the advantages on the Chinese
market, sowed by the knowledge transfer to COSCO in the late 1970s.
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